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icy regimentation/
it is a cold hard year/ historic trompings...
icy regimentation/wham/cymbal cymbal cymbal/cymbal/cymbal/cymbal
wham/icy...cold...blue...hard/

another far & off in the distant (richocheting husk of ivory)
...wham/cymbal/wham...
...& so on ad absurdum infinitum...
neolith vacuity! din of arc & trench & eon!
cymbal/wham/cymbal/cymbal/wham/cymbal

WHAM

...the frail wall fails.
the form lets loose. poco grows &
water falls. ...kisha/kisha/kisha
kisha-wham
wham/wham/wham

wham/wham/wham/wham/wham

wham/wham/wham/wham/wham

wham/wham/wham/wham/wham

wham/cymbal/cymbal/cymbal/cymbal/wham.

CRUNCH/ i think my head is stepped upon i think my eyes are fiery eggs and the HOLY sun is GOD/HOT as sperm... i am in a jungle on a plain facing a manmouth full of long hair dribbling ivory teeth and thunder on the mesa/wham
(cowboy - elephant)

(crossing Ginsberg) (opium . . .
shades of paleontology!
Thelonious Monk and cunt and a cave,
a negroid spirit haunts the cave,
into which the giant bull escapes . . .)

turns out to be volcanic.
all must be erupted, turned about
,destroyed . . . without demolition,
without compendiums on the subject,
torn at the ground at the roots and dis-
mantled, frantic!

but careful
, the beast is agitated! fighting angry
mad! Tyrannosaurus roaring in its snout
and miles of holocaust . . . steamless diesel
loco/locomotion

Lackawanna martyr of Cretaceous
WHAM WHAM WHAM WHAM
WHAM

Cymbal/cymbal WHAM

space . . . time . . . suspension . . . riff
on a toad!

(unbegen! the drummer is a school
of young deception . . . all nerves tense
as a motor-car . . . the frog is a frog
in the world's throat, waiting cymbal)

wham!

GOD SAY TADPOLE!
GOD SAY FROG
GOD SAY goddamnTOAD/cymbal

vertebrate . . . unicellular
,.the molecules croak the dawn of time
GOD SAY TADPOLE . . . o.k.,
god say moose and mythmoth, god say elephant
schizoid hatrack sinbad morning meshach
rootytoot and abendego . . .

this is zeal of gospel,
wham/cymbal/wham

out of nowhere, the coagular,
congealer and the protoprime, archetypal wham
typical wham
strenuousness in form
that is now form wham
cymbal wham.

(O, QUICKLY NOW, ALL THE BIG WORDS I CAN THINK OF!)
incomprehensible! calisthenics! conundrum! brachycephalic!
augmentation! (more) Cassowary (ZONKS), Kangaroo (wham),
Vibracharp (wham), dissimulate (wham), precipitous (cymbal/wham),
tempestuous, dromedary; lackadaisical, rotundity (wham), protoplastic-fellaheen-conditional-proboscid-ontology-
minuscule-(wham . . . phenomonologial/klakkdoveedesine
/amapola-poppy/phonetic-syzygy, wham . . .

WHAM WHAM WHAM
CYMBAL WHAM CYMBAL WHAM WHAM

& leave it at that,
indestructible hot fort
with a moat-entry wall cymbal wham, cymbal

... wham.
mind! cacophony! spontaneity! obscenity!
wham...

(a buzzard with an evil dripping beak
, ominous in the tortured cold, the clouds, a murder
coming... the brontosaurus bellows
, slightly rhinoceros, armed to the teeth...
an earth quakes... sismography shot and
useless useless useless cymbal wham...)

SO QUICK, THE SPACESUITE! VUSH!
fantastic fast O, missile, vush!
O, flight-lightning, fling flang
flung into the soup of astrology,
mythic man corrupts the sky with
fiery constellations... episodes of stellar proportions...
whack/the stalagmite
out of saggittarius falls...
(I AM A PICES! february stew O, wham)
ameliorate the embryo,
chichenitza — cassiopeia — marmaduke
; astro
; astro
; so, astroautostellarsonia!

man, the volatile vapid
matador, the bull of astronomy
, snug in space, his longevity
is latitude!

man, the consumer
, man, the malignapoid... anthropo-
ithiod, fool upon fool the
foolhardy, blurb on a scanned-once scene of
scream — the screamed spleen, man,
are fiend, the celestial

nebulous mar! far off umble
of a jupiter moon as an inch high
pock-mark in a cosmos, man,
the minuita, militia, allusion
hiccup of feeble minnow, man,
the crapezoid...

MAN MUST MAKE THE MEASURE OF HIMSELF.
reverberator clattering...
spilling wham wham... making wham
the iconography of Rhodes and making wham
the can of span out of spiced-ham/wham/spam

simple
complex!
not unusual!
unholy!
unnatural and impossible
wham!

GOD SAY take of light what element to see!
GOD SAY see! GOD SAY know! GOD SAY imitate
ME... GOD say god SAYWHAMGODSAY cymbal/WHAM!

wham (ie; funk or funkless flight
, the core of the matter
, etrel etrel lying
- together, gestalt and
vault, pole-vaulter...

wham (viz; wham wham wham
wham / cymbal / wham
cymbal cymbal wham...
cymbal wham
... ... wham!)
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wings... coiners... my corpulent
girl-cousin, locating on a squat... forward
onslaught... time...

INTERMEZZO-BASSO
...the flight of giants!
(several such catalepsies in
space following suit...)
noise of a Roc!
dung of a Roc!

that walk?
the strut of elephants going...

(homeward, to mountains &
automobile-graveyards piled
hundreds high, dumps on the
Baltimore-Washington Thruway
Spellman brought attention to
we passed, reticent, quiet...
mummers one day.)

yes,
Roc-shit!
i say unto you go
shovelful alone and see...

(as Cecil sees... immensities...
canebreak cracking... something
of sidewalks no more pederast sits by...
(go see)

God see, say,
HIATUS!

there is the whimpering, shallow
there in the background, hung &
thriving as it's always...)

the old man w-menigntis
around the next turn a-
about 10 feet beyond the following
cubical... "my last name is
Michael — i sing for the Irish
they're nearly all dead... my
first name is Conelly."

one
walks off restraint in
several directions at once
providing east & west &
otherwise... all is devolved on
times to...

reasons for & also
evidence of no matter! importance
given only over to
cdisease. "say ninety-nine" (say
, go say, see...

what occasional hurt
, small pain, there is
come only nightly during
sleepless pauses more than
those even more
seldom dreams
, what starts there are
provides the salt for...

, details of a wound too fettered
up too tight to
ponder anymore...
that i give me sometime
rest away & manage
... that i cancel out
the anguish of too quick
a life & far too slow an
understanding of its
passage, that i
, yes, i even wonder
less and less is something like
going to heaven to
, perhaps, forgive what
cant forget;

THAT I SEE
NO MORE IS PREFERENCE FOR
: MY BLIND!
go say,
yes, say too).
go watch the marchers
spiel, pay attention to!
interject nothing! but
taste the tested true &
tried — trogodytic bitter
apples/
conjoiners of everything
sit silently now...

the walk of the mope!
several occasions upon which what’s true lies
thru its teeth... one
solitary
jawbone wid
be half-enuf to...

WHAM

(leave funk all go
to Allen Ginsberg who’s got funk
expressly by the testes!

"99" say "99" say "99" the
low caste going gong
, gong , gong...

WHAM the San Andreas Rift
, what fault in New York?
Polemical Powerhouse Pepper... !
sad riggidy-zum-do-ga! Flump for nose!
spindle-spiney ... red all over, glows
in the dark with knurls, with
hobnails, mandrills, turned
with anterior tools, burning in
actual red-lead!

humdrums!
tenses!
diverse!
millers!
hack-saw, hammer-peen!
(peenge!)
quandrite, the

left upper south-bend miniature faceplate
LOST ON A DOG’s-life, turns out
queer respectable conundrums!

Bellaircobra! swing... hoist... lift...
Van Der Rhoe — Alto — Lloyd-Wright
, pituitie-ballons!

\delta\text{ delta!}

pyramiding — up to
Jordan!
pneumatic-romances...
quartermasters, steel-stock, monarch,
plastic-man, suggestions...

ladders block and pulley tackle quarterback glints!
singular, isthmus somehow Russian steppes!
staircase, elbows, columns, vertebrae, ventricles one and two!
the elevator, shaft, purple, tonnage, view!
some more pituitie ballons!

(cymbal)
(skids of corrugated paper)
(cymbal)
(wham...)
(rows of iron mail)
(...cymbal)
(stack of wooden nickels)
(ledgers-full of cymbals...
cymbal-wham, the
man...)

A CRANE COME SIDewise, DOWN
(THE DETONATOR,) RASH RACK, DYNAmITE
...pituitie balloon, mean cartoon balloon,
pituitie!
piledrive urges!
wedge shows up — ready or not
thumback here,
TORTURE.
TORTURE
TORTure sure pure endurable ophthalmological
look-see at: the dregs...
the remnants...
the other possibilities,
sowing

...! (CYMBALS!)

A. hypno-paediac slight silt-furrowing,
furrowing extraterrestrial blivits
— some counterclock clucking, sound
of a man-mash, 9th street... Hudson & Manhattan
Tunnels crisscross under the Hudson
to Journal Square, there... ...
... there...

B. predestined wood of an antique
woodwind way — way in the forefront
uttering!

C. the tubes, a lonely gangbanger
pissing against all incorruptible destruction
(called) in lieu of
construction!

WHAM. (DELIVER THE PULLEY NOW!) Wham... recourse
to...

... it was only
with the most careful talent for talents...
without the geld-hot desires wld never had sat thru it.
the bass inexpressibly out, on limbs
no man ever had adjacent his anywhere other joints
,that unprintable one as well...
we turned & fought
,denied, accepted, awed
& shot together
all as one wld,
one cld, either or, and or altogether shld!
& afterward left/
outlandished & sacrificed-blood-
up-to — God only knows — the
CRITERION UNBELIEVABLE...

slam & a sentient
  cymbal set a-mediterranean
  Sinbadhood agoing aclatter
  , ingress & calcula-macula-finicula
  bones of old bottom, the
  bottom of the sea, sounds...
  soundings...

△ — DELTA HIGH ON!
△ △ △ △ △ X

WHAM!
man...

what is made is in shape & un
veiled, un
flailed, un
sung... a solitary building...

so: torsionair slv-light-weight vain carbundiums
  , vagaries, epitomes, sluices flowing over the
  peripatasis, fly boundbrook, Ensenada hook,
  LOOK UP,
  the load of ball-joint-front
  suspense, the inner-sanctum's RAYmond's too
  awefully resonant
  dits!

The Lord is my shepherd...
want is nothing — viz: △

wham!

stiffed carburetor
gassed again...

Le Mans, Indiana,
Porzrebe!

wham! a
Ronsonol ad
the Viceroy
gangbanger-piana
half-a-banana
schizoiditical wham
wham/o.go/again/
wham/wham wham wham/wham wham/wham

wham/wham wham wham/wham wham/wham

ANNOTATION: cipher-circa-1960

uncanny goes in flameshoots
DOWN AT SAME BOILS INCOMPARABLE
absolute tip zealot's logic
THEIR OF IN
& it quick:
Λ,
a
IDIOM'S THE IN INSANITY NEVERTHELESS
about the time brew with senses
MANIFESTATIONS AN
, describing down indescribably
ONE ONE OF SEVERAL HUFF
down! the
WHAM WHAM WHAM CYMBAL
WHAM. (whose walking, talks, & singing
stalks among flawless/FLOWERED/ENDLESS/
POLYPHONICAL/NOTES OF TONIC clarity.../
GOD SAY
CYMBAL
GOD SAY
GO &
GOD SAY
WHAM...say/
Rest...say/O, Go'dam!
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